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Abstract
What should be the future of democracy? Covid-19 has exposed a desperate need, not just for a green recovery, and a social recovery, but a political recovery, to remake our institutions for the future, for justice on living planet. Today we are seeing that the vote, ‘a most transcendent thing’, is becoming an essential part of our economic constitution: votes at work, votes in capital and votes in public services. This is already practised, however imperfectly, however forgotten, in universities like Toronto, Cambridge, Oxford or Harvard, and the movement is growing, as it should. The evidence shows we are more productive, innovative, happy, and less unequal, when we have voice. Having moved ‘from status to contract’ in the industrial revolution, the future of work involves a move ‘from contract to membership’. The ‘right to take part in the government’ of our societies is depending less and less on holding money, or ‘other people’s money’, but is becoming universal. The days where shareholders monopolize the votes in the economy, and asset managers or banks monopolize votes on shares, are numbered. The true investors in the wealth of nations, people at work, savers for retirement, and all members of our society, are the future of democracy.
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1. Introduction
It is an honour and a privilege to give this year’s Sefton-Williams lecture, and to be able to pay tribute to Larry Sefton and Lynn Williams, two towering figures of the towering United Steelworkers of America. I will say more about the Steelworkers soon. But let me start by saying that although we are doing this lecture by video, and I cannot physically be with you in Canada today, I am reminded that my grandmother was Canadian – and that I am connected to you not just by internet, but by history. My mother’s parents met during World War Two, when Stan was sent over from Britain for training in the Royal Air Force, and in New Brunswick he met Stella who worked as a teacher and then a typist for the war. They fell in love, and at the end of the war they were lucky enough to reunite.

For me, these are glimmers of light in darker times, because the fight against fascism that Stella and Stan – and Larry, and Lynn – lived through was not just about defeating a man with a silly moustache and flailing arms. It was also about overcoming an economic vision that concentrated all power into the hands of so called ‘leaders’. Before these ‘leaders’ bankrupted Germany, and launched their campaign to enslave the world, the Nazis imprisoned the unions, conscripted the labour force, invented the idea of ‘re-privatization’ of enterprise, entrenched monopolies and cartels, and concentrated shareholder votes, the commanding heights, into the hands of banks. All of this followed the ‘leadership principle’ (das Führerprinzip). As one crazed Nazi lawyer put it:
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‘Democracy of capital will vanish just as it did in politics.’

I start with this, because after the war, the very aim of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, what Eleanor Roosevelt called the ‘Magna Carta of all’, was to uproot the ‘spirit of fascism’ at its source. As Franklin Delano Roosevelt put it, ‘to return to the so-called “normalcy”’ of before would be to ‘have yielded to the spirit of Fascism.’ For my family, the silver lining of that terrible war was that it brought my grandparents together. For the world, the golden rules became ‘freedom of speech and belief’ and ‘freedom from fear and want’.

This was the second attempt, after the ill-fated Versailles Treaty written in another global pandemic a century ago, recalled that ‘peace can be established only if it is based upon social justice’. The Versailles Treaty failed, based as it was on perpetual debt, not perpetual peace. But it left us the International Labour Organization, and when the Universal Declaration was written, it put labour rights, democracy, and social justice at its core. As it says: ‘Everyone has the right to take part in the government’, to ‘just and favourable remuneration’, and we all owe each other the duty to build a society where ‘the free and full development of [our] personality is possible.’

It is a constant inspiration for our laws world wide, but we also know that fascism, in the Americas, in Europe, in Asia, in Africa, remains a clear and present danger. The United States has stared a sort of fascism-lite in the face for at least four years. And so to realise the values of the Universal Declaration we have more work to do.

We are crossing a temporary stage of humanity, because we all bear witness to this defective social system, one unlikely to last if we want to solve humanity’s greatest problems: escalating inequality, climate damage, and war. The case I want to make to you today is that part of the solution is already there. This is to play out the next act in the future of democracy: secure the right to vote in every social institution.

The right to vote, as an old judge once said, is ‘a most transcendent thing’. It is at once the voice of the individual, their expression of freedom, and a mode of collective action. It is the way we affirm both our autonomy and the social nature of our existence. We all understand our political constitution. We know the principle of one person, one vote. What we are witnessing now is a new suffrage movement for the extension of the right to vote in our economic constitution: votes at work, votes in capital, votes in public services. Our problems exist because we are not democratic enough: inequality, climate damage and war do not exist entirely, but mainly, because corporations are dominated by asset managers and banks, on Wall Street, Bay Street, in the
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City, or in Frankfurt, and they are unaccountable to us. The psychopathic drive for unlimited profit, whatever the social cost, whatever the ‘negligence and profusion’ as Adam Smith put it, will probably end soon, so long as we put good models before us, to maintain a clear vision, of democracy and justice on a living planet. Out of Covid-19 we need a green recovery, and a social recovery, and we also need a political recovery.

So, that’s my central argument: we can become democratic, and this will create justice on a living planet, when we end the financialisation of our economy. But I also have three main points.

- First, at work, and all fields of life, the basis of social relations is shifting from contract to membership, and this mirrors a shift from a society based on property to universal human rights.
- Second, our right to vote in the economy, at work, in capital, and public services, is already there in our most successful enterprises, particularly universities like Toronto, Cambridge, Oxford or Harvard. All credible empirical evidence, quantitative, qualitative, and behavioural, shows that the vote is the key to productivity, innovation, equality and happiness. This is becoming the goal of labour unions, and of democratic, labour, liberal and conservative politics: indeed every form of politics except fascism.
- Third, rival theories of economic governance, which advocate the monopolisation of power by shareholders, the monopolisation of shareholder rights by asset managers and banks, or the attempt to turn workers into shareholders, are total failures.

So, I want to persuade you not just that our current model is broken, though it certainly is, but that the alternatives we see and know for a better life can be won. We now have the technology and the understanding to write a new chapter in human freedom. Like a great farm workers’ unionist once said, ‘yes, we can’ create a paradise on Earth.

2. From property to universal rights, and contract to membership

Before we get to that, I want to invite you back in time, through the ages of revolutions, to the worlds of property and contract. Toronto and a new town of York was just being founded in the Mississauga’s lands, the United States had declared independence and ratified its first constitution, and France had declared the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. There were and remain many justifications for human rights: that they are ‘self-evident’, ‘natural, inalienable, and sacred’, or like ‘the unwritten and unfailing statutes of heaven’. By contrast, opponents, like Jeremy Bentham, believed rights were just ‘nonsense upon stilts’. Nothing was inalienable, a position that may have seemed more justified as the guillotines in Paris began to fall. But another voice was Mary Wollstonecraft. She argued in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman that ‘rights and duties’, the ‘laws which bind
society’, come not from the sky, and not on stilts, but from our ‘reason, virtue, and knowledge’. In her age, she said, from the ‘respect paid to property flow, as from a poisoned fountain, most of the evils and vices which render this world such a dreary scene to the contemplative mind.’

So for this contemplative mind, property and universal rights were opposites. Property was for a few, rights for all. And in 1792, property was denied to people based on gender and race: you could not have property, when you were property. Property still conferred rights to vote in politics, and it also meant economic enfranchisement, because it was the source of bargaining power. As Adam Smith put it in Britain’s industrial revolution, anyone who had property, like employers over workers, could ‘hold out’ longer in any negotiation. Both politically and economically, property was still the passport to participation in society.

We know the story well of how we won the vote in politics, by dismantling the property qualification, and barriers based on gender and race. We also know Henry Maine’s adage that in the economy, the ‘movement of the progressive societies’ was ‘from Status to Contract’. Less familiar is how we kept requiring property to vote in companies, and if you were a worker with a contract, your investment of labour was not enough. The great enemies of democracy in the 19th century understood this well. Robert Lowe, later the British Chancellor, led the opposition to lowering the property qualification to vote for Parliament in 1867, and he has also been called the ‘father of modern company law’. He called the right of property owners to incorporate an aspect of ‘human liberty’, but he fiercely opposed extending the vote in Parliament because, he said, that ‘principle of equality’ would have to be applied to all other institutions, including companies. And, as he put it:

the elite of the working classes you are so fond of, are members of trades unions... founded on principles of the most grinding tyranny... It was only necessary that you should give them the franchise, to make those trades unions the most dangerous political agencies that could be conceived...

Lowe lost the fight, and trade unions won freedom to collectively bargain, but our corporate laws kept equating property and the vote. There were exceptions. In the quiet recesses of Oxford, in 1852, the teachers revolted. They set up a Commission to reverse what they called ‘successive interventions by which the government of the University was reduced to a narrow oligarchy’. On its recommendations, the Oxford University Act 1854 required that university fellows had the right to elect a majority of the university Council. In two years, Cambridge did the same. Of course, neither corporation was fully democratic, excluding junior or non-academics. Yet the right to vote came from membership at work, not by a contract to invest property.

So as the industrial revolution moved into the corporate revolution, the calls for ‘industrial democracy’
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grew. But when the International Labour Organization was founded in 1919 there was not one model of what industrial democracy meant, but three.

First, in the US, the federal government tried to maintain an institutionalised system of litigation for labor rights overseen by the War Labor Board. The Board had five employee and employer representatives each, plus two public appointees, and it heard labor dispute appeals, like a court. But when the Republicans re-gained Senate control by 1919, employers ignored the awards, and it was shut down. Second, Britain set up ‘Joint Industrial Councils’, where unions and employers settled fair wage scales, institutionalising sectoral collective bargaining. But then, when the Conservatives retook control of the government in 1922, in its pursuit of austerity and cuts, the Councils lost their power. Third, in Germany, the unions and industrialists concluded one of history’s greatest collective agreements, the *Stinnes-Legien Abkommen*, written into the Weimar Constitution by the great European labour lawyer, Hugo Sinzheimer. Article 165 said that workers and employers would ‘cooperate... on an equal footing... in the entire field of the economic development of the forces of production’. While in power, the Social Democrats passed a new Work Council Act 1920, giving elected work councils rights to co-operate in setting work conditions, manage pensions, and to veto unjustified dismissals. However, the Social Democrats left questions of wider ‘socialisation’ of enterprise to a Commission, and corporate board reform unfinished, before losing office. A board representation law passed in 1922 but watered-down.

So you see matters were very different back then: American labor ran into the ground with litigation and government shutdowns. British labour faced austerity and cuts. German labour had high ideals but it all got delayed in a commission. And they were in a global pandemic. What a completely different world it was.

Of course, rights in litigation, sectoral bargaining, and the right to vote at work were not alternatives, but complements. And there were experiments across politics. In Britain, Winston Churchill had piloted worker representation on the board of the Port of London Authority, and after the war the Conservative Minister for Transport proposed that one-third of railway boards should be elected by workers, like in Switzerland. In America, Andrew Carnegie helped establish a university pension with representation for staff beneficiaries, which is now the jointly-managed Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA). J.D. Rockefeller hired Canada’s future Prime Minister, William Lyon Mackenzie King, to develop work council plans where ‘questions affecting conditions of employment can be discussed’. And in 1919, the Governor of Massachusetts, and future Republican president, Calvin Coolidge, passed a voluntary board codetermination law for manufacturing companies, still in force today.

It was only the fascists that could not accept the right to vote. Just as they torched Parliament, and
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torched public enterprise, they torched unions and votes at work. Their Stock Corporation Act 1937 codified a 
bank cartel agreement to take over shareholder voting rights, to secure total economic control. As the head of 
the Nazi Labour Front said, workers were part of the ‘plant community which obeys the Leader blindly. Its 
motto is ‘the Leader is always right.’”

If anyone was still unsure what industrial democracy should be, it was everythings the fascists opposed.

So the Universal Declaration enshrined the opposite. ‘Everyone has the right’, it said, ‘to take part in the 
government’. Property was a human right as well, but now it was just one among many, and not for corporations 
holding property for production. Rights came from membership, not contract. ‘Everyone, as a member of society,’ 
says the Declaration, ‘has the right to social security’, as well as fair pay, leisure, a union and to strike. And 
crucially everyone has the right ‘to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.’ This came from experience 
in the New Deal, both in distributing a polio vaccine, and electrifying rural America. Private enterprise tended to 
restrict supply, out of apathy, profit or both, so positive public action was needed. Today this affects everything 
from distributing Covid-19 vaccines, to ending climate damage from coal, oil and gas as fast as technologically 
allows, and to labour getting a fair share of what we make.

The Universal Declaration marked the beginning of a global revolution, a constitution of humanity, but it 
did not tell us how to realise these rights: the governance structures to deliver social security, fair pay, or the 
benefits of science. Of course, minimum labour standards could be judicially enforceable in court, and in the 
1950s, a quip was that now people were moving from contract back to status. The student of Hugo Sinzheimer, 
another great European labour lawyer, Otto Kahn-Freund, firmly scotched that notion, pointing out that far 
from fixing a 'status', the very point of rights is to give people flexibility to agree what they want beyond a 
minimum. And the way to ensure fair standards beyond the minimum is to be a member with democratic voice: 
collective bargaining, and the vote.

So, the movement of progressive societies today has been a movement from contract to membership. The 
consent-based element of a contract is still a part of becoming a member in a social institution, like an 
employer organised in corporate form. But the terms of work are set by a constitutional relationship, ultimately 
set by all members in a group. It is like, as Harry Arthurs has put it, 'industrial citizenship'. The core of 
membership is that in principle we all stand ‘upon an equal foot’.

The consent-based element of a contract is still a part of becoming a member in a social institution, like an 
employer organised in corporate form. But the terms of work are set by a constitutional relationship, ultimately 
set by all members in a group. It is like, as Harry Arthurs has put it, 'industrial citizenship'. The core of 
membership is that in principle we all stand ‘upon an equal foot’. And since access to membership is based on 
consent, not money, the right to vote is no longer just part of 'property', but 'a most transcendent thing'.
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Two recent cases in Canada and Britain illustrate the transcendence of rights over contract. Last year, in *Uber Technologies Inc v Heller*, the Supreme Court of Canada held that regardless of the contract, Uber’s drivers could claim employment rights in Canadian courts, not (as the contract said) go through sham arbitration in Holland. The majority held that such a term was ‘unconscionable’ and void. Unconscionability was based on unequal bargaining power. And like Adam Smith said, this begins with ‘[d]ifferences in wealth’.52

And just last month, the UK Supreme Court held in *Uber BV v Aslam* that drivers are workers, at least entitled to the minimum wage and paid holidays for all time they switch on the app, regardless of what a contract says. The contract, held the Supreme Court, is not even ‘the starting point’.53 In sum, what Juliet Schor has called the ‘halo of positive feelings’ that the so called ‘sharing economy’ tries to create,54 that ‘glitzy rhetoric of technoutopia’, was seen as a fraud.55 The *Uber* cases make clear that a real sharing economy is not one based on apps and spin, a dishonest business model, tax evasion, or predatory pricing. A real sharing economy is based on human rights. Those include the right to social security, to fair pay, to organise, and ultimately the vote.

3. Votes at work, in capital, and in public services

So now let us unpack three main ways that the future of democracy is unfolding today, and why: with votes at work, votes in capital, and votes in public services. This has come from collective bargaining, from ideas, and simply from experience that our economic constitution must improve.

(1) Votes at work

First, ‘votes at work’ mean the right to vote for the governing board of an enterprise, an elected work council with binding rights in management, or both.56 A majority of the richest countries in the OECD have some kind of law requiring workers vote for directors in corporate boardrooms. For example, Sweden requires around a third of boards are worker- or union-elected in companies with over 25 staff. Germany requires that just under one-half of supervisory boards in companies with over 2000 staff are worker- or union-elected. Both systems are embedded in sectoral collective bargaining, so that staff have voice within an enterprise, while fair wage scales are agreed across an industry to prevent unfair competition.57 This is the best way to raise pay, productivity, happiness and innovation. There are three main types of evidence.

First, there is behavioural evidence. Already in 1968, Paul Blumberg recounted the old story of Australian Harvard researcher, Elton Mayo, at the Hawthorne Works. Mayo took a group of workers out of a factory into a lab, and fiddled with the lighting as they did their shifts, hoping to show light intensity would
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improve productivity. It did not. But the one sure finding was that workers were happier and more productive in the lab, not the factory. Blumberg explained, this was because they were away from the boss, and the researchers asked the staff how they wanted to organise their shifts and breaks. This illustrates what the great economist, Herbert Simon, called the ‘participation hypothesis’, that people will work and change positively when they ‘participate in deciding what the change shall be and how it shall be made’.

Second, there is quantitative evidence. For example, in 2013, Professors Acharya, Baghai and Subramanian, showed that job security rights, including codetermination, have a significant positive impact on innovation. Based on data in the evolution of five countries’ laws from the Cambridge Centre for Business Research, they found that the number of patents filed goes up a lot with stronger job security laws. And the strongest job security laws, of course, give staff the right to vote for directors, and elect work councils to veto or delay unjustified dismissals. Now, the Cambridge Centre for Business Research has expanded its database to 117 countries, with 40 indicators of labour law changes since 1970. We can see, better labour rights, including board representation and work councils, increase employment, decrease unemployment and raise labour’s share of national income.

Third, there is qualitative evidence. Clearly meaningful votes at work invite high participation. In Germany, voter turnouts for work council elections are around 70 to 80%. Votes at work also reduce conflict, including strikes, by promoting information exchange, trust and confidence. To take just one example, the great Lynn Williams bargained for worker representation on five steel company boards for six years in 1993. He saw it as part of ‘making an investment in companies’, to ensure those struggling had an ‘economically viable plan’, and to ‘share in the financial gains when companies became profitable again’. As Lynn Williams said in 1999:

We must continue to build on the strategic approaches to collective bargaining. We must never forget how important the quality of management is to our members and their future and how important it is that we have input across the range of the corporation, shop floor, management levels, strategic planning, and boards of directors.
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The evidence is driving reform across English speaking countries, and political parties. Like Churchill’s Port of London Act, or the early railway proposals, in 2016 our Conservative government proposed worker representation on boards. It was watered down into a comply-or-explain duty on listed companies in the UK Corporate Governance Code, but it was a start. The British Labour Party, in which I have played a part, is also committed to reform. We have drafted a law, the Democratic Society Act, that would create a default right to vote for workers in the general meetings of every company startup. And when companies reach over 250 staff, companies must have at least one-third of the board worker-elected. One worker, one vote.

And in the US, Senator Tammy Baldwin released the Reward Work Act, to ensure employees can elect at least one-third of listed company boards. Then Elizabeth Warren proposed that $1 billion companies should have 40% of their boards elected by employees. Then, Bernie Sanders, not to be outdone, proposed $100 million companies should have 45% of their boards elected by employees. These are federal proposals, but every democratic state, like New York, California, Massachusetts, Delaware, could amend its corporate laws today. Kamala Harris has joined calls for a Securities and Exchange Commission investigation into worker representation, and Barack Obama has said it is a ‘good new idea’. This is a real big deal, because we need a ‘clean slate’ for labour rights, and votes at work are entirely established in American tradition, not just for Democrats. Opinion polls also show majority support for votes at work among Republicans. As former Republican Senator, Jacob K. Javits said, ‘an effort to open up corporate board room opportunities to workers’ would improve workers’ understanding of management ‘as well as exposing management to workers’ ideas.’ The only politics that cannot support votes at work is fascism.

If we want proof that it works, we just need to look at universities. Combining the majority staff election models of Cambridge and Oxford, and the alumni-elections at Harvard, the University of Toronto Act 1971 requires roughly a third of the Governing Council is elected by staff, alumni and students, and the lieutenant governor. This system is not perfect, but everyone at Toronto should get involved and run, because your Council controls how you work, how all budgets are made, or where your endowment fund is invested. At Cambridge University, an incredible scholar, Dr Ellen Quigley (who is originally from Saskatoon) organised for the university’s funds to divest from fossil fuels. Good, because coal, oil and gas have been the worst...
investments every year since 2017, and they must end to end climate damage. Votes at work are common to the world’s best universities.

So now let me tell you of my workplace, King’s College, London. Around one-third of our governing Council was elected by staff until 2009, when votes were unilaterally abolished. So, we started a petition last year to have a majority elected again by staff and students. Nearly 800 signatories, which you can see at www.kclisdemocratic.net, are committed to democratising work, plus our students’ union. So is our workplace union, and at the same time we are concluding our first written collective agreement in over a decade. We are seeing really positive, genuine engagement from the chair of our Council and our Principal. Our case is that our workplace will be better for everyone when we have staff votes. We have proposed different options to change our university’s constitution, and we are consulting all staff now. Support will continue to mount. Even before legislation, this can be done in every workplace, as well as universities: with moral persuasion, engagement, and collective bargaining, for corporate change.

(2) VOTES IN CAPITAL

The second main element of a democratic economy is votes in capital. Workers’ capital makes up most of the stock market, from pensions, life insurance or mutual funds. But there are two problems. First, not all funds have directors elected by the beneficiaries and workers. Second, pensions often delegate investment services to asset managers or banks, and they cast the votes on shares that workers’ capital buys.

Simply describing the situation shows how absurd it is. In the US, the ‘big 3’ asset managers, BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street, if combined, would be the largest shareholder in 438 out of the top 500 corporations. They have around 50 people in their corporate governance departments, casting all the votes on all the company shares. Their vote policies are controlled by the chief fund directors, probably about 12 people. Their preferences conflict with the real investors. The ‘big 3’ hold 20% of the shares in the oil giants that are burning our planet, and yet they have done nothing but greenwash to replace fossil fuels as fast as technologically possible. They have done nothing to end the gender pay gap. They pay themselves astronomical bonuses, with fees extracted from pensioners, and they oppose living wages and unions across the board. They especially oppose collective, defined-benefit pensions, because as Professor David Webber says, they are intent from fossil fuels by 2030’ (1 October 2020) Guardian. B Nauman, ‘Sharp rise in number of investors dumping fossil fuel stocks’ (9 September 2019) FT. ‘2019 Stock Index Results Show Fossil Companies as Worst-Performing Segment’ (14 January 2020) Energy Mix. S Benstead, ‘Oil is this year’s worst performing stock market sector – should you invest?’ (18 November 2020) Telegraph. The answer is ‘no’, and that fossil fuels damage pensions. Green Recovery Act, executive summary and explanatory notes (2020) with an introduction from M Lawrence (Common Wealth 2020) and Green New Deal for Europe: Blueprint for Europe’s Just Transition (Dec 2019). King’s College, London Act 1997 s 15. The Act did not, however, explicitly state rules on changing the College constitution. Though before my time, the ex-principal appears to be mainly remembered for yelling at people and causing a large number of staff to leave. He also appears to have had few coherent ideas about governance: e.g R Trainor, ‘What the head of a university expects from the leadership of a dental school’ (2019) 87 Journal of Dentistry 62. By contrast, his successor, Sir Ed Byrne, started a shift by restoring three staff members elected via Academic Board to Council, coincidentally in the same year as being given a copy of the KCL Act 1997, in a law school meeting. See ‘Options for democratic reform of the KCL Council: consultation background’ (2021) kclisdemocratic.net. EA Posner, FS Morton and EG Weyl, ‘Proposal to limit the anti-competitive power of institutional investors’ (2017) 81 Antitrust Law Journal 1, 2. S Krouse, D Benoit and T McGinty, ‘Meet the New Corporate Power Brokers: Passive Investors’ (October 24, 2016) Wall Street Journal. Cf JC Coates, ‘The Future of Corporate Governance Part I: The Problem of Twelve’ (2018) Harvard Public Law WP No 19-07. A Christie, ‘The Agency Costs of Sustainable Capitalism’ (2021) 55(2) UC Davis Law Review.
on ‘smashing and scattering’ everyone’s savings into individual accounts to take more fees. 88

And who are they accountable to? Well if you take a look at the share registers, BlackRock’s biggest shareholders are Vanguard, BlackRock itself, and State Street, Vanguard’s insiders control themselves, and State Street’s biggest holders are Vanguard and BlackRock. 89 This is a self-perpetuating oligarchy. Worse still are the big 3 private banks in Germany: Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank and Unicredit. Before public statistics were cancelled in 2005, we could see the banks exercised around 60% of voting rights on German public company shares. 90 They have done this since they formed a cartel to take over other people’s votes in 1930, 91 and the Nazi Stock Corporation Act 1937 codified bank power, still not reversed today (though it probably violates EU competition law). 92 These financialised institutions, these asset managers and banks, threaten fair competition, our planet, fair pay and equality. And all their power comes from ‘other people’s money’. 93

The good news is that there are excellent models for reform. First, in Canada the best pensions are collectively bargained, with at least equal employer and employee representation. The new Ontario University Pension Plan is a fine example, and designed to protect defined benefit pensions. In the UK, we require at least one-third member-nominated trustees, and the Minister can raise this to one-half at any time. 94 The Canada-based Committee on Workers’ Capital has done brilliant work in organising pension fund trustees worldwide.

Second, in Switzerland, a 2013 reform required that banks only vote on shares based upon instructions from pension funds, and pension funds have a duty to formulate voting policy. And in 2019, the Bernie Sanders campaign, which I had the privilege of working with, proposed in its Corporate Accountability and Democracy plan that asset managers or banks should only vote based on instructions from their clients. As it said, the ‘voting power asset managers control comes from other people’s money. It doesn’t belong to them, it belongs to us.’ 95

And when people control their capital, they use it well. For example, in 2010, a phenomenal woman called Janice Turner organised an ‘Association of Member Nominated Trustees’ for the UK’s elected and union pension representatives. In 2016 the AMNT produced a superb document on how asset managers should cast votes on pension money called ‘Red Line Voting’. 96 This requires that shares are voted against directors if they do not disclose a plan to end coal, oil and gas, reach gender parity in boardrooms, pay living wages, recognise an independent union, or have directors earning over 100 times the average worker. London’s asset managers are still refusing to follow instructions, and uniformly so. This suggests either they are acting as an illegal cartel, or there is a market failure that invites regulation. Our Pensions Minister has set up a working group to change it. 97

This all shows the solutions are already before us: we need to take back our votes in capital.
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The third main element of economic democracy is votes in public services. Many major enterprises are not suited to shares traded among capital investors. Nobody really wants to nationalise fashion, electronics, or craft beer production, because we know competitive private enterprise can advance the public interest if there is broadly equal distribution of assets and finance for production. But where we are talking about education, health, banking, water, the electric grid, transport, or communication networks, when left to the capital market, these enterprises always fail. In nearly every country, they have been taken into public ownership in whole or part, or put under sector-specific regulation, or members of the public have binding rights, or all three. When ‘voting with your feet’ as a consumer no longer works, a democratic society creates voting for real.

We are not yet fully past the old “Morrison model” of nationalisation, where the ‘expert’ Minister, like the old Transport Secretary Herbert Morrison, monopolised appointments to public enterprise boards. But this is changing. First, universities, again like Toronto, illustrate the success of including student or alumni votes in governance. This does not solve everything, because we are still not realising the universal right that: ‘Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all... by the progressive introduction of free education’. But whether the funding is from forced fees or fair tax, students need a voice and a vote. Second, in the best health systems, including in Spain or the UK National Health Service, we see patients and residents’ groups, alongside doctors and nurses, having the right to vote for hospital boards. Third, in public services from water to electricity to transport, in France, Germany or Switzerland, we see ratepayers, local residents and passengers having the right to codetermine the management of their services.

Fourth, in communications and media, staff and audiences often have the right to vote. My favourite example is Wikimedia, which runs one of the world’s biggest websites, Wikipedia. Incorporated in Florida, half of its board is elected by the editors and readers: anyone can register an account and get to vote. Editors also determine Wikipedia’s policies: these include good faith dialogue, no harassment or bullying, no bots or sockpuppets, and accurate and impartial information. This contrasts with Facebook which, to its credit originally gave ‘users’ the right to vote on its privacy policy. But then ahead of its 2012 initial public offering, Facebook unilaterally abolished its users’ vote. In the drive for money from ads, it then enabled user data to be harvested without consent, by the psycho-ops companies Cambridge Analytica and Aggregate IQ. That data fuelled psychologically targeted propaganda in the Brexit, Ted Cruz and Trump 2016 campaigns. So you see that the
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right to vote really does matter. Votes create a truly ‘social media’, and they are part of a true system of democratic enterprise.  

4. The total failure of shareholder monopoly

There is, however, a different view. A dwindling minority of corporate law theorists still argue our economic constitution should exalt ‘shareholder primacy’ and ‘value’. Shareholders should monopolise the votes in the economy, and this is the ‘end of history for corporate law’. Especially from the 1970s, this minority view, starting with Milton Friedman, challenged the long-standing consensus from the great New Dealers, A.A. Berle and Gardiner Means, that a corporation is a ‘social institution’ which should serve ‘all society’.  

No, said Friedman, the social responsibility of corporations is to make profit for shareholders.

But why? Well, Friedman’s reasons were never coherent, simply asserting that shareholders are ‘owners’ of corporations. This got private property wrong: shareholders own their shares, not the corporation. But then in 1979, Michael Jensen and Bill Meckling argued that because a shareholder is (supposedly) the residual claimant on the firm’s cash flows – the party to be paid last on a corporation’s bankruptcy – the shareholder is likely to be the best monitor, and workers or others will be far less efficient. In 1983, Frank Easterbrook and Daniel Fischel argued that shareholders monopolize votes because ‘[v]oting flows with the residual interest in the firm’ and if the law does anything else ‘there will be a needless agency cost of management’. In 1984 Oliver Williamson said that shareholders make the only ‘asset-specific’ investments in corporations that cannot be protected unless they appoint the whole board. Workers’ interests could be protected with job security, but the ‘capital is always at hazard’.

And in 1996, Henry Hansmann (who I respect greatly) argued because shareholders all want profit, and workers or the public have divergent interests, shareholder monopolised boards will fight less and be better. This was the ‘end of history for corporate law’.

So, the primary intellectual justification for shareholder monopoly rested on the notion that shareholders invest money in companies. Their money is at risk. They have the incentives to manage best. But none of this is true, because shareholders today – and back in the 70s, 80s or 90s – are mainly asset managers and banks. They do not invest their own money, they take votes from other people’s money. They have fundamental conflicts of
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interest with the real investors. And even where shareholders are the real investors of capital, the job risks that workers face when they invest their labour are greater. So are the risks to the public of bankrupt banks, health that does not care, trains that do not run, or ad-driven surveillance websites. In any case, the very point of a constitutional governance structure is not to embody evidence-free economic theory, but to reconcile ‘people of fundamentally differing views’. The public must have the right to vote where markets fail, the real capital investors often, and workers always.

And history did not ‘end’ in shareholder primacy. Good, because it has accelerated inequality, it is burning our planet, and it bankrolls the industries of war. On the positive side there is a steady spread of votes in the economy. But on the negative side, the spirit of fascism has re-emerged in big business. It is said now that the only shareholders who need to have votes are the ‘entrepreneurial founders’ of companies. To take just one example, Zuckerberg at Facebook took multiple voting shares. He cannot be removed. As he became the world’s third-biggest ad-man, Zuckerberg argued against any standards. Let Nazis deny the Holocaust to mass audiences. On Facebook, he said, people should be able to ‘get things wrong, even multiple times’ while Facebook profits from ads. He has only changed his mind after the genocide in Myanmar, televised mass shootings, and the national terrorist attack on the US Capitol. Nobody can hold Zuckerberg to account until we restore, not just user votes, but the one share, one vote laws that we had from the New Deal. This matters in the UK, because our Financial Conduct Authority is considering allowing dual-class share structures for premium listed companies, egged on by the food delivery company, Deliveroo. Like Uber, Deliveroo also misrepresents the employment status of its staff. Dual-class shares for this or any other company, like an old phone, are not smart.

Finally, there is the argument that workers should become shareholders. Shareholder primacy is fine, so long as workers and capitalists are ‘pulling and owning the same boat’. This argument has long been made by Richard Freeman, who adds that if robots are ‘taking our jobs’, then we should just own the robots and do it through share schemes. I have sympathy for this, but it can quickly be seen that what really matters is not shares in a single firm, but the vote in how technology is used and the benefits shared. There is nothing inherently wrong with workers having some shares in a company, except that it should never be a substitute for actual pay or rights. And we must be very clear that employee share schemes break the cardinal rule of prudent investment: to diversify the portfolio. For example, the American energy company, Enron, bankrupted in 2001, encouraged its staff to invest their pensions in its share scheme. When it went down, workers lost around two-thirds of their savings. Any big employee share scheme risks violating the universal right to social security. Share schemes have always been used to divide and screw workers with disastrous results, from Thatcher’s privatisation of British buses, to post-Soviet shock therapy that gave us the Russian oligarchs. Workers are
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entitled to a vote and stable pay, without shares. The best shareholding entities are pension funds, and other
diverse, democratic ownership funds. And if we want a democratic economy, what matters is the vote.

5. Conclusions

So what is the future of democracy and work? The answer must be people at work, savers for retirement, and all members of our society: the true investors in the wealth of nations are the future. We have moved away from a society based on property and contract and we are perfecting one now based on universal rights and membership. We simply need to see our economic constitution for what it is. There is no moral or intellectual justification for letting a tiny group of men, like the heads of BlackRock, Vanguard, State Street, monopolise the votes in our economy. Their control over corporations is hurting us, our planet, and democracy. So we just need to build on the good models that we already know.

And I want you to just imagine what the world can be like once we overcome these temporary problems. Instead of a life so dreary to the contemplative mind, a life of struggling to pay the bills, of coal fumes and car fumes, and of relentless conflict on our airwaves and in our minds, we can raise everyone’s pay, clean our air, and have a society that lives in peace. Imagine if everyone had a more democratic workplace, where when things go wrong, we all get a vote to set it right. Imagine if all the big financial firms, instead of shouting about quarterly profits and concealing their annual fees, used their power to raise pay, go green, and support human rights. Imagine if the big tech monopolies, instead of monetising your eyeballs and data, became part of a network of universal public services. The benefits of our technology would be shared by everyone, and we will use it to extend our weekends and holidays, our childhoods and our retirement, and our freedom to enjoy what is truly valuable in life: friends, family, sport, music, art, literature, philosophy, and contemplating the wonders of our world and our existence. We have all felt at times how much we miss these things in this pandemic, and as we come out of Covid-19 we need a green recovery, and a social recovery. We also need a political recovery. We need to change the paradigm of our economic constitution, with that familiar friend, and that most transcendent thing: one person, one vote.
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